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				The best flooring solution
for every type of project.

Welcome to American Biltrite commercial flooring.

We are dedicated to giving you, our customer, the very best commercial flooring solutions for every type and size of project. Our goal is to present you with the best commercial flooring options that make sense for your specific project requirements.

From Architects to Designers and Commercial Facility Managers to Contractors, we offer the best flooring solution for every type of project.
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				American Biltrite at a glance

Founded in 1908, American Biltrite (Canada) Ltd. has been owned and managed by the Marcus family for over one hundred years. In 1913, the American Biltrite plant in Sherbrooke, Quebec Canada opened its doors and continues to thrive with a team dedicated to the highest standards of quality and service. Both ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified (to view each certificate, click corresponding logo on the right), American Biltrite demonstrates a sincere commitment to consistently exceed expectations for quality while safeguarding the environment.

American Biltrite (Canada) Ltd. is comprised of two business divisions; commercial flooring and industrial rubber. The synergy between the two can be found within our state-of-the-art research and development department, technical advice division, sales support team, and renowned customer service. Our advanced equipment in the plant is required for the production of both sheet rubber and flooring, therefore process control and improvement is always a top priority. As “rubber experts”, American Biltrite has expanded upon their knowledge into other flooring types such as  solid vinyl tile, and low-VOC Luxury Vinyl tiles. Certifications like FloorScore and meeting LEED requirements prove American Biltrite constantly strives to improve processes and product lines to meet our customers' needs while providing on trend design looks and colors. The Industrial Rubber side of American Biltrite has built a solid reputation for products that meet specifications and exceed quality expectations consistently. With a wide range of polymers, custom mixing, and the most experienced sales team in the industry; American Biltrite covers all bases and has the product that you need for every conceivable application. Most of our domestic compounds are both REACH and ROHS compliant because we use only pre-approved, first-rate ingredients. Our imported sheet rubber is submitted to testing procedures on-site by our own team that are both rigorous and regimented. Rubber is our specialty, quality our legacy.

At American Biltrite, our people make the difference.
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